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A proper lady would never let herself become his mistress . . .
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Lady Cassandra Montrose met Lord Vincent Sinclair at a ball immediately upon coming out of
mourning. The attraction they instantly felt towards one another was palpable and undeniable.
Impulsively, they left the ball and spent a single passion-filled night together that neither one would
ever forget. One year later, Cassandra has no choice but to come to Vincent's home . . . but she is
not alone. Vincent, a renowned rake and libertine, has recently become betrothed. He doesn't
particularly want to get married, but his father, the Duke of Pembroke, has made a stipulation in his
will that all four of his sons must be married by Christmas in order to gain their inheritance. When
Vincent returns home to present his fiancÃ©e to his family, he is shaken by what he learns-he has a
daughter.I really felt for Vincent. He has suffered tragedy in his past-three years before, he was
betrayed by the woman he had loved since childhood and his brother. That incident hardened his
heart to not only his brother, but also to love. Now, he finds out that a former lover is in the palace at
the same time that he has brought his fiancÃ©e home. Talk about being between a rock and a hard

place! Ah, but then he meets his daughter for the first time. That scene is so sweet and so touching
and you know that he isn't as heartless as he appears.Cassandra has had her share of tragedy as
well. She was married to a man who loved another, his mistress, until his death. After becoming
pregnant (after her night with Vincent), she is shunned by friends and family, left completely
destitute and has to work and scrape to make ends meet for her and her daughter.

As if Fate stepped in to intervene, two souls met and came together in a fiery blaze of passion. No
promises were asked - none were given. When night faded to day, reality set in and with the click of
a door latch two lives were changed forever.One year later - Lord Vincent Sinclair is known as a
Rake. Lover of all women, faithful to none, he finds himself engaged solely to appease his lunatic
father and gain his inheritance. Vincent's fiancÃ© has been approved of and while Vincent doesn't
want to marry her, he figures he can continue on his merry way after their wedding. It's not as if his
fiancÃ© cares for him and Vincent embraces the fact that love will not interfere in his life.Arriving at
his family's estate, Pembroke Castle, Vincent finds it in an uproar of huge proportions. Shaking his
head in disbelief when he is told what awaits him, Vincent vows to get to the bottom of the problem
starting with confronting the woman currently occupying a guest bedroom. It isn't until he sees the
woman that Vincent realizes the importance of her seeking him out. No matter that they promised
each other nothing that passionate night twelve months ago, there is something at stake here more
important than Vincent or the woman in front of him, something precious and in need of a
home.Lady Cassandra Montrose fully intended to never lay eyes on Vincent Sinclair again. The
night they shared together is embedded in her memory and her heart. No man has ever touched her
like Vincent and if doctors are correct, no one ever will. Having no choice but to turn to Vincent,
Cassandra swallows her pride and while seeing Vincent again tears her up inside, his attitude
towards her is confusing.
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